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Duke of Cornwall Light Infantry (D.C.L.I) Officer's
forage cap
Duke of Cornwall Light Infantry (D.C.L.I) cap
badge; metal with Cornucopia and crown design
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Uniform

HAYHF:2014.106.4

Uniform

HAYHF:2017.29

red military dress tunic with sash and belt; tunic uniform
is a Duke of Cornwall Light Infantry uniform
(1899) which belonged to Lieutenant Colonel
William Lieug Harvey DSO; tunic is predominantly
red with white collar and sleeves which are
decorated with golden embroidery patterns.
There is also golden embroidery on both
shoulders. The edge of the front of the tunic has
a think white border next to the button holes
which are fastened by golden metallic buttons.
The buttons have 'DUKE OF CORNWALL'S LIGHT
INFY' stamped around the Duke of Cornwall's
Light Infantry emblem (Crown at top, Cornwall
written on a banner and a stringed bugle horn
below); on both sides of the collar is a badge with
the Cornish shield (15 gold dots on black
background, crown on top) with a blue
background around the shield which has 'ONE
AND ALL' in gold along the bottom; on top of the
shoulders the central button will unscrew; the
back of the uniform has two golden coloured
button near the middle and a thin white strips
vertically extending to the bottom of the tunic

Description

HAYHF:2014.106.3

William Lieug Harvey was born in St Erth Parish on 17th July
1858. He was from the famous Harvey’s of Hayle, whose
foundry dominated the global engineering market in the
nineteenth century and whom were known for the world’s
largest ever beam engines; He was commissioned into the
46th Regiment of Foot on 30th January 1878 and he became
Lieutenant in the Duke of Cornwall Light Infantry (DCLI) on
18th June 1881; In 1882 he served in the Egyptian Expedition
and was present at the Battle of Tel el–Kebir. On 24th
September 1884 he was promoted to Captain and served in
the Sudan (1884 –1885), followed by the Nile Expedition;
Promoted to Major on 31st August 1894, he served in the
South African war (1899 – 1902). At Kaspminden he was
Commandant and took part in operations in the Orange Free
State, Poplar Grove, Driefontein, Houtnek, Vet River, Zand
River and the Transvaal; Major Harvey was mentioned in
dispatches on 10th September 1901 and 29th July 1902. He
was also awarded the Queens Medal for his bravery and
created a Companion of Distinguished Service Order (DSO) in
recognition of his services in South Africa. The Insignia was
sent to Lord Kitchener and was presented to William in 1902;
Major Harvey retired in November 1902 with the rank of
Lieutenant Colonel. However, during WWI he commanded
the DCLI depot in Bodmin, Cornwall. In 1893 he married
Florence Hooper, daughter of Captain FC Hooper of the 18th
Hussars. They lived in a large house at Tredarvah, Penzance
with their two children, Henry and Marion, a governess and
four servants; William died on the 22nd December 1937 aged
79. He is buried alongside his wife in St Erth churchyard
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scanned postcard of Duke of Cornwall Light
Infantry (D.C.L.I) soldiers; image shows 8 soldiers,
4 sat down on grass in front of 4 standing up at
the back, all with cups in their hand with tents in
the background; scan of back of postcard shows a
discoloured blank page, aside from printed labels
for where correspondence and addresses are
written and the title 'POST CARD' at top centre
scanned postcard of Duke of Cornwall Light
Infantry (D.C.L.I) soldiers; image shows a soldier
standing up, posing with a whip in his left hand,
standing in fron of a curtain that's painted to
show a wall and foliage on it; there's handwriting
in black pen to the left of the soldier which says
"Yours Truly Robert"; scan of back of postcard
shows a slightly foxed blank page, aside from
printed labels for where correspondence and
addresses are written and the title 'POST CARD
BRITISH MADE' at top centre. Handwritten on the
left in black Biro is Robert Letcher'.
scanned postcard of Duke of Cornwall Light
Infantry (D.C.L.I) soldier; image shows a soldier
standing up beside a wodden stand (upon which
his helmet is placed) posing with a cigarette in his
right hand, in front of a curtain that's painted to
show a jungle scene; scan of back of postcard
shows a discoloured, slightly foxed blank page,
aside from printed labels for where
correspondence, adresses and stamp are placed
and the title 'POST CARD CARTE POSTALE' at top
centre
scanned postcard of Duke of Cornwall Light
Infantry (D.C.L.I) soldiers; image shows 4 soldiers
posing with rifles in their hands stood in front of
a large number of white tents as far back as the
view allows; scan of back of postcard shows a
discoloured/dirty, slightly foxed blank page, aside
from printed labels for where correspondence
and addresses are written and the title 'POST
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CARD' at top centre. Printed vertical on the left is
the manufacturer's details of J. EASDEN & SON
from Plymouth

